
Transition
EHS/ESIT

What is working? Votes

in this document there's good information for transfering to different
programs.

0

transition days is 120 days! 0

What is not working? Votes

The search function on the ELMP is not user friendly. Not in the ERSEA
tab.

1

Finding the form is challenging. Where is the procedure of when to use it. 1

Health and nutrition, need clarity and know the expectation- not sure
when to use this form.

1

Helpful if the elms number for the students was there- on the form. 0

Very hard to find. 0

Have CPID number on intent to transfer form 0

Notice of intent to transition form. Hard time finding the paperwork. FSS
don't always have the information to complete. Need clarity.

0

Consent form- due to covid-19, will not be able to get it signed. 0

0

Would like better communication about the intent to transfer form and
when and how to use it.

0

If I could change 1-2 things? Votes

It should be under the procedure in ERSEA tab- It is in family
engagement.

0

Need a step by step procedure. 0

Transition tab in the procedure. 0

Does the 0

Streamline forms. Know where forms are located online. 0

If something is highlighted in the elpm, please put page number or refer
to... so we know where to find the info, especially if we print it

0

Other? Votes



On the ERSEA Procedure, there is not a section on Transitions. There
used to be a whole section on Transitions, but it is no longer there.

1

Transitions are not part of family engagement. We wouldn't know to go
there.

1

There's different types of transitions; from a different program, or to the
same program at a different site.

0

Maybe a flow chart or a table indicating programs and what is needed, all
in one place but could still refer to the ELPM for additional info

0

We can't find the transition procedure. 0

Site to site changes within the same program are not really addressed 0

Previously enrolled children (ECEAP) - p 12. If break of more than 120
days, don't get 1000 pts.

0

If you put a child on your waitlist before 120 day starts but you have an
opening after 120 day limit, can the family still be a transfer?

0


